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ABSTRACT 
Let A and B be Hermitian matrices, and let c(A,B)=inf{lX”(A+iB)rl:IIrll= 
l}. The eigenvalue problem Ax = XBx is called definite if c(A, B) > 0. It is shown that 
a definite problem has a complete system of eigenvectors and that its eigenvalues are 
real. Under perturbations of A and B, the eigenvalues behave like the eigenvalues of 
a Hermitian matrix in the sense that there is a l-1 pairing of the eigenvalues with the 
perturbed eigenvalues and a uniform bound for their differences (in this case in the 
chordal metric). Perturbation bounds are also developed for eigenvectors and eigen- 
spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall be concerned with deriving perturbation bounds 
for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the generalized eigenvalue problem 
Ax = XBr, (1.1) 
where A and B are Hermitian matrices of order n. When B is positive 
definite, as it is in most applications, the problem can be reduced to a 
Hermitian eigenvalue problem of the form 
B - 1/2AB - 1/2 _ 
Y - hY> 0.2) 
where B 1/2 is the positive definite square root of B. Thus, in this case, the 
eigenvalues are real. 
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When A and B are replaced by A” = A + E and 8 = B + F, the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors will be perturbed by quantities that are functions of E and 
F. In principle one can apply the existing theory for Hermitian eigenvalue 
problems to (1.2) and obtain bounds on these perturbations; however, this 
approach is unsatisfactory for a number of reasons, which we shall now 
sketch (for a more complete discussion and examples see [3, 10, 121). 
When B is ill conditioned, that is, when B is relatively near a singular 
matrix, the eigenvalues of (1.1) will typically be spread out, with some small 
and some large. The small ones may be relatively insensitive to perturbations 
in A and B. However, since the problem (1.2) has large eigenvalues, 
B - “‘AB - ‘I2 must also be large, and so will its corresponding perturbation. 
The perturbation theory for (1.2) will then predict large perturbations for all 
the eigenvalues, even the small ones. A second difficulty is that the perturba- 
tion in B must be restricted so that B remains positive definite, even though 
perturbations that make B indefinite may have little effect on some of the 
eigenvalues. Finally, although the large eigenvalues of the problem usually 
undergo large perturbations, their reciprocals will undergo only small per- 
turbations. This suggests that the usual Euclidean metric on the line is not 
appropriate for reporting the sizes of the perturbations in the eigenvalues. 
In [I21 the author has developed a perturbation theory for the non- 
Hermitian generalized eigenvalue problem that circumvents these difficul- 
ties, first by avoiding the use of inverses and second by using the chordal 
metric on the Riemann sphere (cf. Sec. 3). In [3] Crawford has described a 
class of Hermitian problems, called definite problems in this paper, that 
admit of a nice perturbation theory in the chordal metric. It is the purpose of 
this paper to strengthen and extend Crawford’s results. In particular we shall 
obtain the one-one pairing of eigenvalues with their perturbed counterparts 
that holds for the Hermitian eigenvalue problem. In addition we shall obtain 
perturbation bounds for eigenspaces that are related to the perturbation 
bounds of Davis and Kahan [4] for invariant subspaces of Hermitian opera- 
tors. 
Throughout this paper A and B will be Hermitian matrices of order n, 
and 
L=A+E, B”=B+F 
will be Hermitian perturbations of A and B. The Euclidean vector norm and 
the spectral matrix norm will both be denoted by ]I .II. 
2. THE GEOMETRIC THEORY 
Recently there has emerged an elegant geometric theory for the real 
symmetric generalized eigenvalue problem that is based on the quadratic 
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form xr(A + iB)x. For topological reasons, this theory does not apply when 
n = 2. In this section we shall extend this theory to the Hermitian problem in 
such a way that the restriction n#2 is removed. We shall return to the real 
case at the end of the section. 
Our ultimate goal is to replace the generalized eigenvalue problem (1.1) 
by an equivalent problem in which B is positive definite. Specifically, for any 
real ~3, let 
A, = Acoscp - Bsincp, 
B, = Asincp + Bcoscp. 
Then it is obvious that any matrix X for which XHAX and XHBX are diagonal 
also diagonalizes A, and Bq. Thus (1.1) has a complete set of eigenvectors if 
and only if the problem AP~x=XB~X has the same set. We shall attempt to 
choose q so that Bq is positive definite. The condition under which this can 
be done is that the pair (A,B) is definite in the following sense. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The pair of Hermitian matrices (A, B) is definite if 
c&B) =,,i;fi{Ix”(A+iB)rl} > 0. 
x (2.1) 
The eigenvalue problem (1.1) is definite if (A, B) is definite. 
The proof that c(A, B) > 0 implies that B, is positive definite for some ‘p 
involves the geometry of the set over which the infimum in (2.1) is taken. Let 
v= {P(A+i~)~:ll~ll=i} 
and 
c = {~H(A+~B+Ec~} 
-{av:vEV,a>O}. 
Then c(A,B)=inf{ju):uEV}. M oreover, C is the pointed cone generated 
by the closed, bounded set C. We may now state our fundamental theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. The cone C is convex. If (A,B) is definite, then C lies 
properly in a closed half plane passing through the origin. Moreover there is 
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a real number CJI such that B, is positive definite and 
where &,,,(B,) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of Bq. 
Proof. The set V is just the field of values of A + iB, which is known to 
be convex (e.g. see [7]). Hence the cone C generated by V is convex. Now 
suppose that c(A, B) > 0. Let the infimum in (2.1) be attained at x0, and let 
va= xt(A + iB)x,. Since V is convex and va E V satisfies [va[ =inf { Iv1 : v E 
V}=c(A,B)>O, V must he in the closed half plane H= {z : %(6gz) > lt~,~~}, 
which does not contain the origin. Since V is bounded, it must be contained 
in a cone that is properly contained in the half plane H - va, which passes 
through the origin. 
To prove the last part of the theorem, let V$ C,, and Hq denote the field 
of values, the cone, and the half plane associated with the pair (A,, B,). Since 
A, + iJ$ = eiq(A+iB), 
it follows that VT, C,, and HP’ are just V, C, and H rotated clockwise through 
the angle q. Choose v so that H lies in the upper half plane. Then 
#A,~a=O. Moreover for l/xl/ = 1, x ’ B+x > c(A,, B,) = c(A, B). Hence 
0 < c(A,B ) = x:Bx, = inf xHBx. 
114 = 1 
This shows that B is positive definite, x0 is an eigenvector of B, correspond- 
ing to &&BJ, and c(A,B)=X,,(B,). W 
Since in the above Bm is positive definite, the Hermitian matrix 
B,- ‘/“%B,- ‘I2 exists and can be diagonalized by a unitary matrix Y. It is 
easily verified that X = B,- ‘/‘Y diagonalizes both A, and Bq, and hence A 
and B. This proves 
COROLLARY 2.3. If the problem (1.1) is definite, then there is a nonsin- 
g&r matrix X such that XHAX and XHBX are both diagonal. 
If we set X HAX = diag ( pl, 112,. . . , A) and XHBX = diag ( vl, v2,. . . , v,,), then 
the eigenvalues of (1.1) are given by & = k/pi. This admits the possibility of 
infinite eigenvalues when vi = 0; however, the indeterminant case pi = vi = 0 
cannot occur in a definite problem. 
The number c(A,B) will play an important role in the perturbation 
theory of the next two sections. The following theorem shows that it does not 
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vary wildly with perturbations in A and B. This result is required in Sec. 3, 
where it is the number c&I?) that appears in the bounds. 
THEOREM 2.4. 
,(A”$ ) > C(A,B) - [ llE112+ IIFl12]1’2. 
Proof. 
> ,,~~~l[(~HAX)2+(~‘1BX)2]1’2- sup [(x~Ex)~+(x~Fx)~]~‘~ 
IId = 1 
> c(A,B) - sup (@Ex)~+ sup (x%x)~ 
[ 1 
l/2 
llrll = 1 llrll = 1 
= c(A,B) - [ llEl/2+ llFlj2]“2. n 
We turn now to the case where A and B are real. It is natural in this case 
to restrict the vector x in (2.1) to he in R” and define 
V, = {xr(A+iB)x:Ilxll=l,x~[W”} 
and 
c,(A,B) = inf{luj:vEV,}. 
Brickman [l] has shown that if n#2, then V, = V, and consequently c,(A, B) 
= c(A, B). It follows that Theorem 2.2 is valid for n #2, and in particular we 
can restrict our attention to real vectors. That this happy state of affairs does 
not hold for n = 2 is shown by the example 
A=(: ‘,)> B=(y A), 
for which c(A, B) =0< 1= c,(A, B). However, we have the following 
corollary of Theorem 2.2. 
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COROLLARY 2.5. For n=2, if c(A,B)>O, then c,(A,B)=~(A,B). 
Proof 
and 
By Theorem 2.2 we may find a cp such that Bq is positive definite, 
an eigenvector x of BP, such that [lx]] = 1 and rHB,x=c(A,B). Since 
xHA,x=O, A, is indefinite. Now if the eigenvalue c(A, B) is of multiplicity 
one, then x must be a scalar multiple of a real vector y, which then satisfies 
yrA,y=O and yTB,y=c(A,B). If c(A,B) is of multiplicity two, then any 
nonzero vector is an eigenvector. Since A, is real and indefinite, there is a 
vector y of norm unity such that y ‘Aqy =0 and y ‘Bqy = c(A, B). n 
For the real case, much of the material in this section is implied by 
earlier work [l-3,5,6,14]. Hestenes [6] has characterized C as in Theorem 
2.2, and Crawford [3] appears to have been the first to introduce the rotated 
problem. I am indebted to Hans Schneider for pointing out that the 
restriction n#2 can be removed in the complex case. The characterization 
of c(A, B) as the smallest eigenvalue of a positive definite BP is new and 
replaces an incorrect statement in Crawford’s paper. 
The number c(A, B) appears repeatedly in the bounds to be derived in 
the next sections, which is why we have taken some pains to ascertain when 
the computationally simpler number c,(A, B) is equal to c(A, B). Crawford 
was the first to realize the importance of the value of c(A, B), as opposed to 
the relation c(A, B)>O, and for this reason it is appropriate to refer to 
c(A, B) as the Crawford number of the problem (1.1). 
3. PERTURBATION BOUNDS: EIGENVALUES 
In this section we shall develop perturbation bounds for the eigenvalues 
of the definite generalized eigenvalue problem. For the Hermitian eigen- 
value problem Ax = Ax, it is well known that if the eigenvalues are ordered so 
that hi<&,... < &,, and those of the perturbed problem ,&!=b are 
ordered so that i, < i, < * * * < i(,, then 
14 - ii1 < IIA - ill (i=1,2 ,..., n). 
We shall obtain a similar pairing of eigenvalues with their perturbed coun- 
terparts; however, the ordering that defines the pairing must be defined in 
terms of certain angles associated with the eigenvalues of (1.1). 
Let the pair (A, B) be definite, and let IIE I[‘+ )I F I(‘< c(A, B), so that by 
Theorem 2.4 the pair (A”,g) is also definite. Let C and e denote the cones 
associated with the two pairs. Then by Theorem 2.2 the complement of 
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C u C contains a ray R extending from the origin. For each nonzero point 
u + iv E @ define B(u, v) as the angle subtended by R and { (u(,u + iu) : (Y > 0} 
measured clockwise. By construction, 8 is continuous on C u C. 
Now let Axi =&Bxi, where xi #O. We define the angle associated with Ai 
to be 
and throughout the rest of this section we shall assume that 0, <f3a < . . . < 
0,. If B is positive definite, this corresponds to the natural ordering h, Q ha 
(.** < & of the eigenvalues. However, if B is not positive definite, this 
need not be. For example, if C lies in the right half plane, then the positive 
eigenvalues will precede the negative ones. 
The ei have a characterization that is completely analogous to the 
min-max characterization of the eigenvalues of the Hermitian problem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the problem (1.1) be definite, and let iti eigenvaks 
be ordered SO that 8, G 0, G . . . G 0,. Then 
ei = min max B(xTAx,xTBx) 
dim(%)=i xE!X 
x#O 
(34 
and 
ei = max min B(xrAr,X%x). 
dim(%)=n-++l XE’X 
X#O 
P-2) 
Proof. As in Sec. 2, choose ‘p so that B,+ is positive definite. Let the ray 
defining 0 be rotated counterclockwise through ‘p, and use this new ray to 
define a new function 8?. Then 
e,(xHA,x,xHB,x) = e(xHAx,xHBx), 
and without loss of generality we may drop the subscripts cp and assume that 
B is positive definite. 
For B positive definite we have [7j 
XHAX 
Ai= min max-. 
dim(%)=i XER &jx 
X#O 
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But because V is in the upper half plane, the mapping A-+4(X, 1) is 
increasing. Hence 
Bi=B(hi,l)= min 
= min max O(xHAx,xH&). 
dim(cx)=i xE3c 
XfO 
A proof of (3.2) follows from the characterization 
Ai = min 
PAX 
mm-. 
dim(X)=n-i+l ;E+: xHBx 
W 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.1, a number of separation theorems for 
the eigenvalues of symmetric matrices generalize to the definite problem 
(1.1). For example, if A and B are principal submatrices of A and B of order 
n - 1, then the eigenvalues fi,, . . . , & _ 1 of the problem kr = XBx satisfy 
However, our main interest in the theorem is that it can be used to prove the 
following perturbation theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (A, B) be definite, and bt the eigenvalues of Ax = 
T&X be ordered SO that 0, G 0, G . . a G 0,. Let 
E = ( llEl12+ ll~l12y2, 
and assume that E< c(q,B) so that (A”,l?)=(A +lJ, B+F) is definite. Let 
the eigenvalues of & = A2 be ordered so that 8, Q 0, < ’ . . < 8,. Then 
lei - LQ < sin-‘&. (3.3) 
Proof. Let Xi be a minimizing subspace in the equality (3.1). Then 
e, < ,“,“x O[xT(A+E)x, xT(B+F)x]. 
XPO 
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Let x E Xi be a vector of norm unity for which the maximum in (3.4) is 
attained. Then since B(xrAr,~~Bx) Q Oj, the point (xT(A + E)x,xr(A + F)x) 
must lie in the circle of radius e sketched in Fig. 1. The maximum increase 77 
of O[xr(A+E)x,x=(B+F) ] x over Oi occurs when the circle is situated as 
shown in Fig. 2. Elementary geometry now gives q =sin-’ [e/c(A,B)J, 
which shows that Ji < ei + 7. The result Bi -q <& follows from a similar 
argument applied to the characterization (3.2) of 13;-- l 
There are some observations to be made about the theorem. First, the 
bound (3.3) imm_ediately implies a bound in the chordal metric. Specifically, 
let h = p/v and X = G/C. Then the chordal distance between X and i is 
But it is easily seen that 
x&Q = sin(@( p,v) - e(fi,ql. 
Ax, xTBx) 
FIG. 1. 
FIG. 2. 
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Then it follows from (3.3) that 
Note that this inequality is somewhat weaker than (3.3), since eigenvalues 
that have angles differing by amounts near n will have a chordal difference 
near zero. 
The second observation is that the theorem implies the classical bounds 
for the Hermitian eigenvalue problem. Specifically, let B= I, ‘and let &i(r)= 
hi/r be the eigenvalues of the problem 
Ax = &(T)(TZ)X. (3.5) 
Let C(T) = c(A,rZ) be the Crawford number for the problem (3.5). Note that 
when T is large, C(T) = T + O(1). If we consider a Hermitian perturbation in A 
of norm E, then we have the bounds 
lei(r) - 4(r)] < sin-‘& = f + 0 -$ 
( ) 
. (3.6) 
Since Ai(r) and h(r) approach 0 as l/r, we have 
p,(T) - &)I = l&(T) -&(TJ + o(f). (3.7) 
Combining (3.6) and (3.7) and multiplying by T, we get 
p-i;,1 < E+O ( 1 J. 7 ’ 
which gives the classical result when r+co. 
Finally we note that it follows from the results in [12] that for a simple 
eigenvalue hi and E sufficiently small, 
Since c2(A, B) < ( xiHAxi)2 + ( x~%x~)~, it is seen that we pay a price in the 
sharpness of our bounds to gain freedom from considerations of multiplicity. 
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4. PERTURBATION BOUNDS: EIGENSPACES 
In this section we shall derive perturbation bounds for the eigenvectors 
of the definite problem (1.1). These bounds imply that eigenvectors corre- 
sponding to poorly separated eigenvalues are very sensitive to perturbations 
in A and B; however, the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors correspond- 
ing to a cluster of eigenvalues may be relatively insensitive. We shall, 
therefore, phrase our bounds in terms of subspaces rather than individual 
eigenvectors. This approach is analogous to the one taken in the ordinary 
eigenvalue problem, where one bounds perturbations in invariant subspaces 
corresponding to clustered eigenvalues [4,8,9,11]. 
We begin by noting that if x is an eigenvector of (l.l), then Ax and Bx 
are dependent. Following [lo], we can generalize this idea to subspaces. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A subspace % is an eigenspuce of ( 1.1) if 
dim(A%+B%) < dim(%). 
Clearly any set of eigenvectors of (1.1) spans an eigenspace. Conversely, 
if the problem is definite, then an eigenspace is spanned by a set of 
eigenvectors. To see this, we first note that the space A,% + BP%, where A, 
and Bq are defined as in Sec. 2, is the same as A % + B %. Hence we may 
assume that B is positive definite. Now let X, be an eigenspace of dimension 
I spanned by the columns of the full rank matrix Xi. Then dim (B f&) = I, 
and B f& has an orthogonal complement 3E, of dimension n - 1. Since B is 
positive definite, %, @ !?& = C”. Let the columns of the n X (n - 1) matrix X, 
span !&,, so that XTBX, = 0. But from the definition of eigenspace and the 
fact that dim(BK)= I, we have that A% c B %. Hence XzAXl =O. It 
follows that 
(Xdz)TA(XJz) = 
and 
(X,,Xz)=B(X,,X,) = . 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Now the problems Mi y = hlvi y (i = 1,2) are definite; hence Mi and Ni can be 
simultaneously diagonalized by nonsingular matrices Yi. Then (Xi Y,, X2Y2) is 
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nonsingular and diagonalizes A and B. In particular the columns of X,Y, are 
eigenvectors spanning X, . 
Turning now to the perturbation theorem, we consider an eigenspace ?& 
of dimension 1 of the definite problem (1.1). Let 3E, be its complementary 
eigenspace. Let the columns of Xi = (xi, ~a,. . . , xl) and X, = (xr+ i, . . . , x,) be 
eigenvectors spanning !?Ki and ?& chosen so that Mi and iVj (i = 1,2) in (4.1) 
and (4.2) are diagonal. Set 
M, = dag(y,,...,pl), N, = diag(v,,...,vl), 
Ma = aag(pl+l,...,pn), N, = diag(pl+,,...,v,). 
We shall use the same notation for the perturbed eigenvalue problem 
&= GZ, except that all quantities will be marked with tildes. We shall 
assume that both problems are definite. 
We begin with a lemma which furnishes a possible basis for the per- 
turbed eigenspace. We will obtain sharper results if we recognize that 
certain infima that are bounded below by Crawford numbers are actually 
taken over eigenspaces. Accordingly, we define 
c(A,B;%) = inf{IxH(A+iB)xj:xE%, IIxlI=l}. 
LEMMA 4.2. For i = 1,2,. . . , n, let 4. = fii/ui and r;i = j&ii/Fi, and let 
6 = min{%(X,,);):i=l,..., 1; j=Z+l,..., n}. 
Zf 6 > 0, then there is a matrix Q whose columns satisfy 
such that 
‘Wx,+Q) c %, 
where ‘i%(X) denotes the column space of X. 
Proof. 
!?&. 
Let 6a denote the operator defined by restricting & to the space 
By rotating the problem, we may assume that I& is positive definite and 
Note that under this assumption N, is positive definite. 
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We shall seek Q in the form 
Q = rl,P. 
From @e definition of eigenspace, ‘3% (Xi + Q) c $ if and only if 3 [@(Xi + 
Q)] I !&. This is equivalent to requiring that J&$(X, + f2P) = 0, or 
2$x1 = -iG,P. 
To develop an expression for &%X1, note that since 
(A”-E)X,N, = (B-F)X,M,, 
(4.3) 
= f;(EX,N, - FX,M,) = f;R. 
Hence, because & and $a commute, if we choose P to satisfy 
then N,P will satisfy (4.3). 
Let rii = &vi - ;+A~. Then the hypothesis 6 >0 implies that rii #O (i = 
1 )...) 1; j=z+1,..., n). Consequently P is uniquely defined, and its ( i - I, i) 
element is given by 
-T 
pj-l,i = y , 
11 
where_ ri denotes the ith column of R. It follows that the itb column of 
Q = X,P is given by - -T 
qi= 5 - xi xi 
i 1 j=Z+l 'ii ri = siri, 
and our problem is reduced to determining bounds on / 1 Si 11. 
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S I 
Let ~~=(~~+,,~~+,,...,g)=X,N,-“2. Then 
si = 2 “i qilji*, 
j=Z+l ‘ii 
But if fi2 is the operator defined at the beginning of the proof, 
so that the columns of &r/“?s are orthonormal. Hence the eigenvalues of 
fi~/2Si@/2 are fii/fji. Hence 
where E2 = c(A”, B; %). 
Now from (4.4), 
qi = s,r, = si(Exivi+FXipi). 
Hence 
lI4ill < llsill llxillE~P~+vt? .
Combining (4.5) and (4.6) we see that 
The bound in the theorem may be written in the form 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
where II X II”, - E 1 xii]’ denotes the Frobenius norm of X. Thus the bound 
depends directly on the perturbation and inversely on the gap between the 
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eigenvalues, with the Crawford number determining the size of the effect. 
Unfortunately 9, (Xi + Qi) need not be an eigenspace unless dim [%(X1 + 
QJ] = 1. When Z= 1, so that X, is the single eigenvector xi, we can assure this 
by requiring that IMI < ML 
THEOREM 4.3. Let 6=min{X(h,,);):j=2,3 ,..., n}. Zfe/6<c(A”,Z?;‘?&), 
then there is a vector q1 satisfying 
such that x1 + q is an eigenvector of & = b-2 corresponding to h,. 
When Z< 1, we must take into account the effect of near dependences 
among the columns of X. Define 
inf(XJ = ,,$Jl IIXPII. 
Thenif IIQII<inf(X,),rank(X+Q)=rank(X)=Z.Theseconsiderationslead 
to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let 
Zf q<l, then %(X,+Q)=~. 
Proof. It follows from the proof of Theorem 4.3 that if xi is scaled by a 
factor (Y, then qj is scaled by the same factor. Hence we may assume that 
]]xi]]=l. We first fi d 1 ‘n a ower bound on inf(X,). By rotating (A,B), we may 
assume that if B, denotes the restriction of B to T, then B, is positive 
definite and inf (B,) = c(A, B; !&). Of course, 
IMI < IlBIl Gdm. (4.7) 
Now 
XFB,X, = TV,, 
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from which it follows that the columns of U = B~/‘X,N,- ‘I2 are orthonormal. 
Hence 
1 = inf (U) < J]Bi/2]] ]]N<‘/2]] inf(X,). 
Since the columns of X, have norm unity, we have vi > c(A,B; !&). Hence 
from (4.7), 
inf(X,) > 
But 
i 
c(AB; %) 
vIsEiF 1 
l/2 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
and the result follows from (4.9) and (4.10). n 
When I= 1, Theorem 4.4 does not reduce to Theorem 4.3, because we 
have given too much away in the bound (4.8). The principal application_is to 
the case 1> 1, where the condition n < 1 no_t only guarantees that !& = 
%.(X1 + Q), but also implies that 5%, and 5%r are acutely situated with 
respect to one another. In fact a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 
4.1 in [13] gives the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let I’%, and PG, denote the orthogonal prqiections onto 
Xl and 5X1. If q<l, then 
It is unfortunate that TJ contains the factor v’-Z , since it grows with the 
dimension of ‘!&. The presence of this factor is a direct consequence of the 
fact that Lemma 4.2 bounds ]]Q]]F/]/X]]F instead of ]]Q]]/]]F]]. For the 
Hermitian eigenvalue problem, Davis and Kahan [4] have been able to 
obtain bounds on the spectral norm by imposing additional restrictions on 
the location of the eigenvalues. Whether such bounds can be obtained for 
the definite generalized eigenvalue problem is an open question. 
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